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Cascade 220® Fingering
Lattice Sampler Shawl
Designed By Jennifer Weissman

Skill Level:
Intermediate

Size:
64" wide x 32.5" deep

Materials:
Cascade Yarns® Cascade 220® Fingering
100% Peruvian Highland Wool
50 g (1.75 oz)/ 273 yds (250 m)
4 skeins color #9593 (Ginseng)
US 4 (3.5 mm) knitting needles or size to obtain gauge
3 Stitch markers
Yarn needle
Pins for blocking

Gauge:
20 sts x 40 rows = 4" (10 cm) blocked, in Garter Stitch

Abbreviations:
BO = Bind Off
CO = Cast On
K = Knit
K2tog = Knit 2 sts together (decrease 1)
KFB = Knit into the front and then the back of the next st (increase 1)
M = Marker
P = Purl
PM = Place Marker
Sl = Slip st purlwise with yarn in front
Sl2-K1-P2SSO = Slip 2 sts knitwise, knit 1, then pass the 2 slipped sts over (decrease 2)
SM = Slip Marker
SSK = Slip 1 st knitwise, slip 1 st purlwise, insert left needle into front loops of the slipped sts and knit them together (decrease 1)
St(s) = Stitch(es)
WS = Wrong Side
YO = Yarn Over (increase 1)

Notes: The Lattice Sampler Shawl is an asymmetric triangular shawl featuring bands of lattice lace in a Garter st field. Each of the lace bands is set off from the Garter st background by ridges of double Garter st. The shawl finishes with a wider band of large lattice lace.

This shawl begins with 2 sts. Sts are then added at the beginning of RS rows so that the piece grows into a right triangle. For a neat edge, the 1st st of each row is slipped purlwise with yarn in front. The yarn is then moved to the back for the following knit st.
When working each of the Lattice Stitch Patterns (see Sections 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13), place a marker after the first 3 sts and before the final 3 sts of the row. These markers should be removed at the end of each Lattice Stitch Pattern.

The charts do not include the edge sts (the 1st and last 3 sts of each row).

**Small Lattice Stitch Pattern**: (8-row repeat)
Row 1 (RS): Sl1, K2, SM, [K1, YO] twice, SSK, *[K1, K2tog, YO, K1, YO, SSK]; repeat from * to 1 st before M, K1, SM, K3. (1 st increased)
Row 2 and all WS rows: Sl1, K2, SM, purl to last 3 sts, SM, K3.
Row 3: Sl1, K2, SM, YO, K1, YO, K3, YO, *[Sl2-K1-P2SSO, YO, K3, YO]; repeat from * to 2 sts before M, K2tog, SM, K3. (2 sts increased)
Row 5: Sl1, K2, SM, K1, YO, *[K1, YO, SSK, K1, K2tog, YO]; repeat from * to 1 st before M, K1, SM, K3. (1 st increased)
Row 7: Sl1, K2, SM, [YO, K1] twice, *[K2, YO, Sl2-K1-P2SSO, YO, K1]; repeat from * to 1 st before M, K1, SM, K3. (2 sts increased)

**Medium Lattice Stitch Pattern**: (12-row repeat)
Row 1 (RS): Sl1, K2, SM, [K1, YO] twice, SSK, K1, *[K2, K2tog, YO, K1, YO, SSK, K1]; repeat from * to 1 st before M, K1, SM, K3. (1 st increased)
Row 2 and all WS rows: Sl1, K2, SM, purl to last 3 sts, SM, K3.
Row 3: Sl1, K2, SM, K1, YO, K3, YO, SSK, *[K1, K2tog, YO, K3, YO, SSK]; repeat from * to 1 st before M, K1, SM, K3. (1 st increased)
Row 5: Sl1, K2, SM, YO, K1, YO, K5, YO, *[Sl2-K1-P2SSO, YO, K5, YO]; repeat from * to 2 sts before M, SSK, SM, K3. (2 sts increased)
Row 7: Sl1, K2, SM, K1, YO, *[K1, YO, SSK, K3, K2tog, YO]; repeat from * to 1 st before M, K1, SM, K3. (1 st increased)
Row 9: Sl1, K2, SM, K1, YO, K1, *[K2, YO, SSK, K1, K2tog, YO]; repeat from * to 1 st before M, K1, SM, K3. (1 st increased)
Row 11: Sl1, K2, SM, YO, K1, YO, K2, *[K3, YO, Sl2-K1-P2SSO, YO, K2]; repeat from * to 1 st before M, K1, SM, K3. (2 sts increased)

**Large Lattice Stitch Pattern**: (20-row repeat)

*Note*: Row 21 is the same as Row 1, except that the SSK at the beginning of Row 1 is replaced with K1.

Row 1 (RS): Sl1, K2, SM, K1, YO, K1, SSK, K2, *[K5, YO, K1, SSK, K2]; repeat from * to 2 sts before M, K2, SM, K3.
Row 2 and all WS rows: Sl1, K2, SM, purl to last 3 sts, SM, K3.
Row 3: Sl1, K2, SM, [K1, YO] twice, K1, SSK, K1, *[K2, K2tog, [K1, YO] twice, K1, SSK, K1]; repeat from * to 2 sts before M, K2, SM, K3. (1 st increased)
Row 5: Sl1, K2, SM, K1, YO, K3, YO, K1, SSK, *[[K1, K2tog, K1, YO, K3, YO, SSK]; repeat from * to 1 st before M, K1, SM, K3. (1 st increased)
Row 7: Sl1, K2, SM, K1, YO, K5, YO, K1, SSK, *[Sl2-K1-P2SSO, YO, K5, YO]; repeat from * to 3 sts before M, SSK, SM, K3. (1 st increased)
Row 9: Sl1, K2, SM, K1, YO, K7, YO, *[Sl2-K1-P2SSO, YO, K7, YO]; repeat from * to 3 sts before M, SSK, SM, K3. (1 st increased)
Row 11: Sl1, K2, SM, K1, YO, K9, *[YO, K1, SSK, K7]; repeat from * to 2 sts before M, YO, SSK, SM, K3. (1 st increased)
Row 13: Sl1, K2, SM, K1, YO, *[K1, YO, K1, SSK, K3, K2tog, K1, YO]; repeat from * to 2 sts before M, K2, SM, K3. (1 st increased)
Row 15: Sl1, K2, SM, K1, YO, K1, *[K2, YO, K1, SSK, K1, K2tog, K1, YO, K1]; repeat from * to 2 sts before M, K2, SM, K3. (1 st increased)
Row 17: Sl1, K2, SM, K1, YO, K2, *[K3, YO, K1, Sl2-K1-P2SSO, K1, YO, K2]; repeat from * to 2 sts before M, K2, SM, K3. (1 st increased)
Row 19: Sl1, K2, SM, K1, YO, K3, *[K4, YO, Sl2-K1-P2SSO, YO, K3]; repeat from * to 2 sts before M, K2, SM, K3. (1 st increased)
Row 21: Sl1, K2, SM, K1, YO, K4, *[K5, YO, K1, SSK, K2]; repeat from * to 2 sts before M, K2, SM, K3. (1 st increased)

**Directions:**

CO 2 sts using the Knitted CO or the Long Tail CO method.

**Set Up:**
Row 1 (RS): Sl1, KFB. (3 sts)
Row 2 (WS): Sl1, K2.
Row 3: Sl1, KFB, K1. (4 sts)

**Note:** At this point, it is helpful to identify the RS with a removable stitch marker.

Row 4: Sl1, K to end.
Row 5: Sl1, K1, KFB, K1. (5 sts)
Row 6: Sl1, K to end.
Row 7: Sl1, K1, KFB, K2. (6 sts)
Row 8: Sl1, K to end.

**Section 1: Garter Stitch**
Row 1 (RS): Sl1, K1, KFB, K to end. (1 st increased)
Row 2 (WS): Sl1, K to end.
Rows 3-28: Repeat Rows 1-2 thirteen times more. (20 sts)

**Section 2: Double Garter Stitch**
Row 1 (RS): Sl1, K1, KFB, K to end. (1 st increased)
Row 2 (WS): Sl1, K2, P to last 3 sts, K3.
Row 3: Sl1, K1, KFB, P to last 3 sts, K3. (1 st increased)
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Row 4: Sl1, K to end.
Rows 5-6: Repeat Rows 1-2 once.

**Section 3: Small Lattice**
Rows 1-24: Work Rows 1-8 of Small Lattice Stitch Pattern 3 times. (41 sts)
Work Rows 1-6 of Section 2 once. (44 sts)

**Section 4: Garter St**
Rows 1-26: Work Rows 1-2 of Section 1 thirteen times. (57 sts)
Work Rows 1-6 of Section 2 once. (60 sts)

**Section 5: Medium Lattice**
Rows 1-24: Work Rows 1-12 of Medium Lattice Stitch Pattern twice. (76 sts)
Work Rows 1-6 of Section 2 once. (79 sts)

**Section 6: Garter St**
Rows 1-26: Work Rows 1-2 of Section 1 thirteen times. (92 sts)
Work Rows 1-6 of Section 2 once. (95 sts)

**Section 7: Small Lattice**
Rows 1-24: Work Rows 1-8 of Small Lattice Stitch Pattern 3 times. (113 sts)
Work Rows 1-6 of Section 2 once. (116 sts)

**Section 8: Garter St**
Rows 1-26: Work Rows 1-2 of Section 1 thirteen times. (129 sts)
Work Rows 1-6 of Section 2 once. (132 sts)

**Section 9: Medium Lattice**
Rows 1-24: Work Rows 1-12 of Medium Lattice Stitch Pattern twice. (148 sts)
Work Rows 1-6 of Section 2 once. (151 sts)

**Section 10: Garter St**
Rows 1-26: Work Rows 1-2 of Section 1 thirteen times. (164 sts)
Work Rows 1-6 of Section 2 once. (167 sts)

**Section 11: Small Lattice**
Rows 1-24: Work Rows 1-8 of Small Lattice Stitch Pattern 3 times. (185 sts)
Work Rows 1-6 of Section 2 once. (188 sts)

**Section 12: Garter St**
Rows 1-26: Work Rows 1-2 of Section 1 thirteen times. (201 sts)
Work Rows 1-6 of Section 2 once. (204 sts)

**Section 13: Large Lattice**
Rows 1-40: Work Rows 1-21 of Large Lattice Stitch Pattern, then repeat Rows 2-20 once more. (223 sts)
Work Rows 1-4 only of Section 2 once. (225 sts)

**Finishing:**
BO loosely on RS as follows: *[K2tog through the back loop, slip resulting st back to left needle];
repeat from * to end.
Weave in ends (but trim them after blocking).
Soak in water for at least 15 minutes.
Rinse and roll tightly in a towel to blot out water.
Lay flat and smooth into a shape similar to that shown in the Schematic Diagram.
Pin edges in place until thoroughly dry.
Trim the yarn ends.
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Charts:
Odd-numbered rows are RS rows.
Stitch repeats are outlined in red.
Edge sts (the 1st and last 3 sts of each row) are not included in the charts.

Key
- Knit on RS, purl on WS
- YO
- K2tog
- SSK
- S1R-k1-p2sso
- Repeat
- No stitch